Painting Descriptions:
08-02-02,
1+2, Red
327+328
The woman from Bergen in a red-chequered suit was found during autumn 1999. She was
strolling slowly, with arms crossed in front. She is reinstated into the flower pot, comprised
mainly of heathers, outside the entrance of the hotel, early in February 2002.
17-02-02,
3+4, Green
151+165
Elderly woman from Bergen, found in the autumn of 1999, walking energetically towards the
right, dressed in a fair overcoat and a red handbag. She is reinstated in a rhododendron at
Stabekk, February 2002. No longer a plant in full blossom with its characteristic green leaves.
19-02-02,
5+6, Blue
27+28
Woman found in New York in February 2000, dressed for winter, her face basking in sun.
Whether it is the peering at the sun or the general state of mind that gives the impression of
worry, anxiety or misfit, I do not know. She is placed in a leafless tree in February 2002. With no
contact with the ground from being stuck in one of the branches, her helpless expression seems
even stronger.
25-02-02,
7+8, Yellow
41+61
Middle-aged man staring to the ground, perhaps on his way home from work. Found moving
leftwards in Bergen in 1999. He is placed in an old Christmas sheaf at Stabekk, February 2002.
01-03-02,
9+10, Yellow
217+231
Male tourist with heavy-looking red backpack, found late summer in Bergen 2000. Certain details
on the equipment he was carrying could suggest that he was, although in leisure wear, a man well
off. He is reinstated in a flower cruet stand with orange roses, in which he is climbing and
mounting a thorny stem during a day in February 2002.
01-03-02,
11+12, Green
153+167
This specimen was found in Oslo during October 2000. I shot the elderly man with the weary
expression in Hegdehaugsveien, at a point where he was crossing the street carrying a Dole
banana box. Either it contained items from a vanful of furniture, or just groceries for the
weekend. It was a rainy day, and all the specimens found on this day displayed some influence
from the saddening weather. He is reinstated in March 2002 in a rather contrasting environment.
He is now looking for a nesting place in a pine, with broad sunlight and a perfectly azure sky and
in the background.
19-03-02,
13+14, Green
179+193
The smartly dressed elderly gentleman was found during autumn 1999 in Bergen. The grey suit,
with draping in the lining, and the dandy pose, gave him a rather caricature expression. Either he
looked worried or dissatisfied. He might have been on his way to a friends funeral, or maybe the
expression was simply a dissatisfaction from the grey day and perhaps the umbrella left at home.
He is now reinstated in a thick shrub at Stabekk during March 2002.
07-04-02,
15+16, Red
270+271
(Just arrived in Oslo after a journey to California, San Francisco, where I have been collecting
new material.) The figure was found during a morning in February in New York. She was in a
hurry and was carrying a large plastic bag from a chain-store. A relatively young lady, possibly a
student. She is now attached to a set of orange shrubs, in which she has a jungle of thorns to
fight through, in February 2002 in Bærum.

24-04-02,
17+18, Blue
86+87
The elderly woman in a strong headwind was found in Bergen during autumn 1999. She was
sticking holding one hand to her beige hat to keep it from ending up in Vågen. In her right hand,
she had a letter that seemingly was important to get posted the same day. Perhaps for the
birthday of one of her grandchildren? She is placed out in the desert ice, snow covering her
ankles in a landscape that seems impassable. The relocation was done in a small speck of snow
outside the hotel in February 2002.
24-04-02,
19+20, Yellow
155+169
Businessman in his thirties with important documents under his arm, found in New York in
January 2000. He was in the act of unlocking his yap car. Without context, his pose might
resemble a billy goat or a beggar. He is placed on outdoor steps in stone fronting the archways of
Stanford University in California, March 2002.
24-04-02,
21+22, Blue
132+133
This young man from the cafeteria was found outside the hotel in February 2002. He was the
first specimen actually from the staff at Olavsgaard Hotel. It was also the first situation in which
the depicted became concious of the camera being there. It did something to his expression. He
was reinstated in April 2002, by the pool of another housing -Holiday Inn -in the Mojave desert
in California.
28-04-02,
23+24, Green
96+116
Women with beige coat and blue, wheeled suitcase, found rushing off during a cold and grumpy
morning at Gardermoen in February. Presumably she was heading towards a warmer
neighbourhood. She is placed in a palm in 36 degrees Celsius, on a background of fair, azure
skies, reinstated on the way from Los Angeles to San Francisco, in the Mojave desert, April 2002.
27-05-02,
25+26,Blue
109+110
Chambermaid dressed in the "old" uniform of the hotel, deep red vest with accompanying blue
and black skirt. She was walking determined towards the main entrance in February 2002. She is
installed on the dashboard of a car on its way to Golden Gate Bridge, San Francisco, March
2002.
27-05-02,
27+28, Red
234+235
The young girl was found during a frosty and clear winter day in Brooklyn, New York 2000. She
was carrying a black handbag, the sun creating beautiful patterns in her light blue coat. She is now
reinstated in far more thermal conditions, in the desert of California in March 2002. The red
ground was vibrating from heat, and in the background one could see endless trains without
passengers, as well as lorries rushing through the city of Mojave.
27-05-02,
29+30, Yellow
106+126
Elderly man at a leisurely pace, hands on his back. Found in Oslo in the spring of 1999. Perhaps
he was just a tourist dressed in his leisure wear, yellow shirt and fair trousers. He was then
fronting the characteristic yellow clock tower by Stanford University. Now he is standing on a
wall and contemplating the rather empty square. It is weekend and holiday, most of the students
must have gone away on vacation.
25-06-02,
31+32, Blue
69+70
The man, most likely on his way to a conference, was found outside the hotel. Blue suit and
briefcase in hand, he was hastening towards the parking lot, squinting at the sun. He is inserted

into a beautiful and exotic violet flower next to a lookout over the Golden Gate Bridge, with the
city in the distance, spring 2002.
25-06-02,
33+34, Red
320+321
SAS-representative in flashy yellow jacket with reflectors, found at Gardermoen in February
2002. Obviously he was in a hurry. There was bound to be delays and interruptions on a morning
as foggy and sleety such as this. He is now reinstated in between conifer cones by the levyne of
Foster City, California, March 2002.
25-06-02,
35+36, Green
134+148
Employee at the restaurant, found smiling outside the hotel with a slight wind in her skirts,
February 2002. She is placed out in a palm with red prickles in the hot city of Mojave, California
2002.
25-06-02,
37+38, Yellow
325+345
The woman at the sea front was found on Venice Beach in Los Angeles, April 2002. She was
giving away free samples of popcorn. She is reinstated into the summer flowerbed by the main
entrance of the hotel an early day of June in 2002.
25-06-02,
39+40, Green
207+221
Asian man found in Chinatown in San Francisco March 2002. He was weighting two different
wares in one of the many shops along the crowded street. He is now set in a walk up along the
face of the sculpture of Olav overlooking the square of the Olavsgaard main entrance.
25-06-02,
41+42, Red
232+233
Young boy in blue Hawaii shirt found on a lookout over San Francisco March 2002. Below, one
could behold the windy road going uphill. The boy was leaning over the banister, taking rapid
snapshots with a small compact camera. He is placed out on a pine branch in June 2002, with the
Olavsgaard being his new motif.
04-07-02,
43+44, Green
302+322
The little girl in a pink outfit and straw hat was found in Los Angeles, Easter 2002. She was
outside one of the many missions in the area. Due to holidays, there was a long queue and
waiting time for the service inside, rather to the liking of the playful girl, as it might seem. She is
placed within the ivy covering the sunny wall of the hotel, a day in June 2002.
04-07-02,
45+46, Red
312+313
An imitation of Crocodile Dundee found at Sunset Boulevard in Hollywood, Spring 2002. He
was walking next to Superman, posing by the Chinese Theater. He is now reinstated among large
pink roses in front of the hotel in June same year.
04-07-02,
47+48, Blue
94+95
Elderly Asian woman in dress, supporting herself with a cane, found in the outskirts of
Chinatown, San Francisco, in March 2002. She was one of the objects that became aware of
being photographed, and she put on a somewhat threatening face. She was depicted against the
sun and thus became rather dark. She is reinstated in the ornamental shrubs in front of the statue
of Olav in the roundabout right outside the entrance to the hotel. The monumental figure and
stern expression of the statue makes her appearance somewhat less importunate.
23-07-02,

49+50, Red

350+351

Woman with red hair and rucksack found in San Francisco in March 2002. She was walking hard
while engaging herself in a violent discussion with a lady friend in a pink jacket that was way too
big for her. She is now reinstated in one of the outer window frames of the hotel's ground floor,
June 2002.
23-07-02,
51+52, Blue
130+131
Bald man wearing brown leather jacket and sunglasses, found while lost in a solemn stroll with
hands in his pocket at the Fisherman's Wharf in San Francisco, March 2002. His appearance
might resemble that of a biker with less interest in the law. This Sunday, however, he had
forsaken his biker community to make a hike on foot with his family. He is reinstated among
dark lilac pansies in the bed of flowers outside the hotel entrance in May 2002.
23-07-02,
53+54, Yellow
230+350
Little girl in a flower-speckled dress and straw hat with a pink ribbon, found near a mission in
LA, March 2002. She is dressed for festival and for summer. She was running down the stairs
with two similarly dressed girls, probably sisters or cousins, and had to keep a hand on her hat to
keep it from blowing off. She is placed in the small orange flowers (actually resembling the
flowers on her dress) by the entrance of the hotel, June 2002.
08-08-02,
55+56, Red
293+294
A wanderer in a dialogue with another, rather haggard, homeless person, found in the busy
streets of San Francisco, March 2002. He was wearing a poncho, originally white, yet now close
to grey, and with a bluish pattern. He was carrying a bag and walking with a cane or a walking
stick. He is now reinstated between the paving bricks with the hotel in the background in June
2002.
08-08-02,
57+58, Yellow
161+175
Eccentric entertainer found at the esplanade of Venice Beach, Spring 2002. He was a middle-aged
man equipped with Rollerblades, white turban and electric guitar. He is obviously a frequent
visitor along the beach promenade, as I can remember him from the last time I was at the same
spot, thirteen years ago. He is placed among the buttercups at the back the hotel, some distance
down towards the quay and the water, in June 2002.
08-08-02,
59+60, Green
190+204
Elderly man with slight dandy outfit, found on a bar stool at the airport of Amsterdam, Easter
2002. He wore white shoes and was drinking beer with two mates. He is reinstated June the same
year, at the edge of the field covering the back of the hotel. He is swinging on a green blade of
grass.
22-10-02,
61+62, Green
239+259
(The first pictures painted at my new residence in Kreuzberg, Berlin) The women found in LA
during Easter 2002 was smilingly entering the church wearing sunglasses and a flowered skirt. She
is reinstated in a rose bush without roses, with the back side of the hotel in the horizon, on an
early morning of June 2002.
22-10-02,
63+64, Yellow
249+269
Small girl found in LA during Easter 2002. She was on her knees, supporting herself with her
hands on the edge of a fountain. She was lost in thoughts, eyes fixed on the water. Perhaps she
had just thrown down a coin and was now pondering on what would be the best wish. She is
placed next to the water behind Olavsgaard in June the same year, thus still staring into the water.
The mortar edge is now exchanged with buttercups.

22-10-02,
65+66, Blue
18+19
Woman outside a mission in LA, found on her way into a service in March 2002. She was in a
hurry, and frozen in a rather contorted posture. She wore a golden cross around her neck that
flashed in the sun. She is reinstated on the mouldering quay next to the water behind the hotel in
July 2002. The background setting is the highway where one hastens either towards Trondheim
or Oslo.
22-10-02,
67+68, Yellow
268+288
Man in an efficient pace, found outside the hotel in March 2002. His working trousers and
determined look made him appear to be working at the site. He is the first relocated specimen in
Berlin. He was standing on one of the yellow boxes placed in front of every pedestrian crossing.
In the background, Siegessaule, the goddess of victory, is looming in the middle of Tiergarten. He
was reinstated in September 2002.
22-10-02,
69+70, Red
316+317
Young man in very bright winter lighting, wearing earphones and rucksack, found in New York,
February 2000. He is relocated among the number of stars that form the inlaid pavement at
Sunset Bouleward, Wall of Fame, in Hollywood. He is placed upon Whoopie Goldberg's star in
March 2002.
22-10-02,
71+72, Blue
75+76
Concerned young girl, found while waiting for the airport bus in Bergen centre, Autumn 1999.
She had a large wheeled suitcase placed in front. She is reinserted on the edge of the swimming
pool that belongs to the inhabitants of Galley Lane, Foster City in California in April 2002.
24-11-02,
73+74, Red
274+275
Woman found at Gardermoen, February 2002. She was wheeling a carriage overloaded with
baggage, and a carrying device for her child mounted to her stomach. She is reinserted among
incredibly richly coloured transparent and red shrubs that form part of the park grounds along
the edge of the swimming pool in Galley Lane in Foster City, California. She is set out in March
2002.
25-11-02,
75+76, Blue
128+129
This small specimen was found in Chinatown in San Francisco, April 2002. She was walking full
of purpose, and with a stern look upon her face. She wore sunglasses, but gave the impression of
preferring less sunny days. She is reinstated into the summer flowerbed by the main entrance of
the Olavsgaard hotel, in a section of bluish and lilac June blossoms.
25-11-02,
77+78, Green
149+163
The young mother with her daughter in a trolley was found in San Francisco, March 2002. This is
the first piece composed of more than one figure. The little girl was pointing enthusiastically
towards the right, whereas the mother displayed little interest in their surroundings. The
specimen is placed among the plants that wind up the walls of the hotel in June 2002, throwing
solid shadows on the pink wall.
25-11-02,
79+80, Yellow
172+186
Man dressed in dark and with a beard, found outside the entrance of the hotel, engaged in a lively
conversation with another man in March 2002. He was maybe working as a driver, either for the
hotel or for someone living there. He is reinserted in yellow rose-looking flowers in Golden Gate

Park, next to the Japanese Garden and the Aquarium. It was a Sunday morning in April 2002,
and the park was already crowded by curious weekend tourists.
25-11-02,
81+82, Green
196+210
The elderly woman with silvery hair and fair blue, long quilted anorak was originally found in
Bergen during autumn 1999. She was looking in wonder and curiosity towards something just
above the height of her eyes, perhaps a window exposition, and she was smiling faintly. She is
reinserted in the Botanical Garden of Golden Gate Park in April 2002, in a fair orchid, deeply set,
as if being swallowed by it.
25-11-02,
83+84, Yellow
83+103
This man was originally found in New York in February 2000. He was carrying a bag reading "I
love N. Y.", yet one could barely see the N sticking out from behind the long black coat. An
elegant elderly man, the red scarf being the only display of colour in his outfit. He was standing
on the sidewalk, waiting, perhaps to cross the road, or for a wife still shopping within the shop.
He is reinstated somewhere else in the USA, two years later, in April 2002. He is standing on the
banister, right across the street of Chinese Theater in Hollywood. In the background you can see,
besides strolling and picture-taking tourists, Spiderman and Superman distributing flyers for their
arrangements.
09-12-02,
85+86, Blue
52+53
The girl working at the Olavsgaard was found in March 2002, where she was crossing the terrace
outside the cafeteria accompanied by a colleague. Shadows thrown from the fences in front of
the roses formed dancing light figures on her uniform. She is reinstated in Berlin, September
2002. Attached to a lamp post in the roundabout by Siegessaule. In the background, one could
behold the increasing rush hour traffic through a faintly autumnal Tiergarten. Far behind, one
can also see the television mast at Alexanderplatz, the landmark that rumour says you can see
from wherever you choose to stay in Berlin.
09-12-02,
87+88, Blue
23+24
Man seen outside the church on Good Friday in 2002 in Los Angeles. Originally, he was seated
with some friends or male family members by the foot of a fountain. Reluctantly, he was shot
while standing up to enter the crowded church. He is placed upon the quay below the hotel in
May 2002. Here, you can only hear the sound of water chuckling beneath the wood, and the faint
sound of the highway.
09-12-02,
89+90, Yellow
228+248
Employee at the restaurant of the hotel, found peering at the sun and smiling outside the hotel in
March 2002. He is reinstated in the park outside the familiar line of houses in San Francisco in
April 2002. The skyscraper settlement in the distance, with the characteristic houses in the
foreground, is a popular viewpoint and motif for tourists taking a photo.
09-12-02,
91+92, Red
253+254
Elderly woman with grey hair wearing a lilac quilted coat from the 80s, in mint green and black
patterns, found in the streets of Oslo during winter 1998. She is placed upon a red apple while
enjoying the view of Michaels kirchplatz near Bethanien in Kreuzberg, Berlin, on a warm and
sunny day in December 2002.
30-01-03,
93+94, Yellow
211+225
(Painted at Stabekk, in connection with a stay in Norway.) The woman on the bicycle was found
while she was waiting to cross the heavily populated Kottbusser Damm in Berlin, in December

2002. She had a bouquet of flowers made in wood placed in a basket on the bike, probably
purchased on the market or brought to be sold there. It was on a Tuesday, and it was a Turkish
market along the channel, in nice weather for a change. She is reinstated in a plant in Palmehuset
at Tøyen botanical garden in January 2003. The plant has some rather strange-looking flowers
that might resemble tiny bunches of bananas.
30-01-03,
95+96, Yellow
287+307
Small boy of Turkish origin was looking sceptical, being one of the few that became aware of
being photographed. I felt exposed. He was holding a red plastic container with a yellow nozzle
in Kreuzberg in December 2002. He is placed upon a small pumpkin, leaning against a far bigger
one. The large one is orange, while the one he is standing on is looking sourish yellow. He is
reinstated in the Botanical garden in Oslo, January 2003.
12-13-03,
97+98, Red
354+355
(The first picture painted in my studio in Donauerstrasse in Neuköln, Berlin). Boy about twelve,
found at Torgallmenningen in Bergen, late Summer 1999. He was holding a milk shake, drinking
through a straw. He is reinstated in front of two mugs from Olavsgaard in January 2003. The
mugs have the legendary inscription "Stjær’t på Olavsgaard Hotell" (stolen from Olavsgaard) on
the underside, and they look monumental behind the boy, from whom a shadow is cast upon one
of them.
12-03-03,
99+100, Green
77+97
Man in mint green jacket and red shirt, found at the Bergen quays during winter 2000. He was
making a grimace with his mouth, either from dissatisfaction or from squinting at the sun. He is
placed on the remnants of a seating that previously was in the hotel's lobby, and as such is an
example of the former aesthetics of the hotel, consisting largely of pastels and flowery patterns.
(For informations sake the hotel was inaugurated in 1985).
12-03-03,
101+102, Yellow
266+286
Small girl found of Turkish origin, found in Bergen during autumn 1999. She was wearing a far to
big, beige fleece jacket, with a long and dark plait running down the red hooded sweater beneath
the jacket. She was looking around in wonder and peering towards left. Perhaps she was watching
a street musician or a juggler in the drizzle at Torgallmenningen. She is now reinstated on a
bracket lamp with two twisted light bulbs in the staircase towards second floor of the hotel,
January 2003.
12-03-03,
103+104, Blue
10+11
Business man in suit and tie, with a slight smile on his mouth, found in Bergen during autumn
1999. He was possibly just on a small errand, as he was carrying neither suitcase or briefcase. He
is placed upon a dinner plate with a second plate beneath in January 2003. Both displayed the
emblem of the hotel, O.H. He casts a dark yellow and a light lilac shadow upon the plate.
12-03-03,
105+106, Green
98+118
Elderly woman in a beige coat found in Bergen during winter 1999. She is a large specimen, and
she was hurrying towards the right. Freshly blow-dried, lightly red and glossy, her hair might
suggest that she came fresh out of the hairdresser. She is reinstated in January 2003 on a fabric
sample used as curtains in one of the conference rooms, a wavy fabric mainly in shades of green
and turquoise.
12-03-03,

107+108, Yellow

104+124

Small boy with blond hair, bowl haircut and yellow sweater, balancing across the low fence
around Lille Lungegårdsvann on a sunny late summer day in Bergen in 1999. He did hold on with
his hand, just in case. Possibly out with his mother or grandmother to feed the birds by the pond.
He is reinserted upon a tablecloth, among the cutlery of the hotel restaurant. One can barely spot
the emblem on the end of the fork. The picture is taken indoors in January 2003, but due to the
strong afternoon light from the window, the boy casts a distinct shadow upon the fabric he is
standing on.
12-03-03,
109+110, Green
192+206
Middle-aged woman found peeping into a shop window along the Kottbusser Damm in Berlin,
November 2002. She was standing with a sister or friend whose shadow fell over her back. It was
a market day, and she had brought a large bag to fit in the goods. She is reinstated in a plant
without flowers in the windows of Palmehuset at Tøyen botanical garden in January 2003.
12-03-03,
111+112, Red
333+334
Elderly man with worn hair, grey ponytail and beige jacket, a faded hippie, found in Kreuzberg in
October 2002. He was moving hurriedly over the street with his wheeled bag, filled with goods
and topped with a large packet of toilet paper. He is reinstated in pink rose-like flowers at Tøyen
botanical garden in January 2003.
12-03-03,
113+114, Yellow
215+229
Seated woman in cream yellow and beige clothings, found on the Bergen quays during late
summer 1999. Probably she was a tourist taking a pause after the fatiguing sightseeing, watching
fishmongers at work. Her attitude was still strong. She is placed in a curtain fabric from the hotel
in January 2003. The fabric has many draperies, and she is granted with a soft seat in the raised
part of one of the folds. The oriental character of the pattern gives associations towards a journey
to a more exotic neighbourhood.
22-05-03,
115+116, Green
100+120
Boy in his early teens, found in Bergen, autumn 1999. He was crossing Torgallmenningen
together with chief constable Wegner and another police officer. What the prehistory for this
gathering was I do not now, but it was probably one of the many walks of the chief constable, in
which he saluted elderly female admirers. He is set out in January 2003, on a yellow and white
chequered, green chair cushion, originally used in one of the conference rooms on third floor.
16-06-03,
117+118, Yellow
102+122
The elderly woman was found in Berlin during December 2002. She was well prepared for the
winter, with furs and matching pink scarf and woollen gloves, as she crossed the street by Paullinke üfer. She was walking with an empty wheelchair in front, probably her own. Next to her was
a nurse, just in case she would become tired. From her exerted expression, it would likely not be
long. She had a somewhat distinguished aura, in stature as well as dress, which gave associations
to a wealthy and probably very cross mistress. She is reinstated in the golden mirror frame in the
hallway of the lower ground floor towards the entrance of the hotel's night club, January 2003.
16-06-03,
119+120, Blue
4+5
(Painted at Stabekk, April 2003). The woman from New York was found on a cold but sunny day
in February 2000. She looked seriously anxious and annoyed behind the dark sunglasses. She is
reinstated on the hood of a parked car outside the entrance of Park Sanssouci in Potsdam, March
2003. In the background one can behold one of the stately constructions in the park. Communs,
being its name, is extraordinary elegant considering the fact that it was the residence of the
servants. The mighty baroque chateau Neues Palais lies straight across.

16-06-03,
121+122, Blue
50+51
The man in apparently good mood was found late summer in Oslo 1998. It was perhaps on a
Sunday morning, because he was wearing his leisure wear, with the camera bag thrown over his
shoulder. He is reinstated in one of the draperies in a denim jacket. It was left on a bench in
Hasenheide park in Berlin, March 2003.
16-06-03,
123+124, Blue
56+57
Two small boys, brothers to be sure, the oldest about twelve and the youngest about eight, found
lined up in front of their father's camera in Prague, July 1999. They were in front of one of the
guards that guarded the St. Vitus Cathedral, clearly working hard to imitate his pose. The guards
in front of the cathedral were a bigger attraction than the building itself, as they were constantly
being photographed next to tourists. The boys are reinstated in the Sanssouci park during March
2003, planted in one of the well-trimmed ornamental shrubs along the outdoor steps to the
luxurious chateau of Schloss Sanssouci.
16-06-03,
125+126, Yellow
198+212
(Back in Berlin). A slightly elderly man wearing glasses and chequered shirt was found in Prague
during summer 1999, leaning towards the banister of the Karl's Bridge. One might assume,
clothing and company considering, that he was an American. He looked uneasy, watching the
river and the boats passing below. He is reinstated in yellow tulips at the porch of Sandø estate at
Hvaler during Easter 2003. In the background one could see the patterned cushions that
belonged to the garden suit of furniture.
16-06-03,
127+128, Red
297+298
The New Yorker found in January 2000 was dressed in a long and lilac quilted cloak and cap to
stand the bitterly cold wind of the metropolis. She is reinstated in far more austral weather, at
Hvaler in 2003, during the unnaturally hot Easter weekend. She is set in the draperies of a red Tshirt, leaned against a pair of sunglasses with a golden rim.
16-06-03,
129+130, Blue
107+108
The guard in a firm attention pose before his small dog house in front of the mighty St. Vitus
Cathedral was found in Prague in July 1999. Constantly photographed by passing tourists, he
never moved an inch. He is reinstated in a tuft of grass with common hepatica, to the sole sound
of birds' twittering and a remote motor boat, on Nordre Sandøy during a spring day of 2003.
16-06-03,
131+132, Yellow
187+201
The dark Seaman was found amongst a group of several by the entrance of the Karl's Bridge in
Prague in 1999. He is placed among small yellowed straws, leaned against a bird's feather on the
beach of Hvaler, Easter 2003.
14-07-03,
133+134, Green
262+282
Cook employee from the hotel found rushing out the main entrance on a day of March 2002.
One hand swinging his cooks' hat in the one hand, and a stack of papers in the other. It might be
a proposed menu, or some documents left by someone at a meeting. He looked cheerful. He is
reinstated in the Hasenheide park of Kreuzberg, just about a year later. He is attached to a thorn
bush with partly green and brown leaves, and being prevented from further escapades by a thorn
under his arm.
14-07-03,

135+136, Yellow

157+171

Corpulent and old Turkish woman found on the Kottbusser Bridge, a day in December 2002.
She was bending downwards to arrange her merchandise on a carpet. Among the goods were
self-made kerchiefs, toys and rusty objects, more or less garbage now, but objects that once were
parts of larger items. She is placed in an old oak tree in Sofienbergparken in Oslo in January
2003. In her new context she more resembles an old woman from the countryside, in search of
mushrooms or berries in the woods.
14-07-03,
137+138, Blue
33+34
Woman bent in her own thoughts, found hastening across the street in Bergen, during autumn
1999. Due to her speed, her woollen jacket caught some wind. Her narrow lips and glasses made
her look stern and upright, but it might be her many errands that were the sole cause of her
tensed up expression. She is now balancing herself in a mussel on the slope of a naked rock at
Nordre Sandøy, Easter 2003. In the background one can see a worn quay with no boats in the
dead calm water.
14-07-03,
139+140, Green
218+238
Police officer in full uniform and helmet, found in Bergen during autumn 1999. He was speaking
in a microphone attached beneath his chin. His sober attitude seemed to suggest that there was
little drama in the situation. Perhaps was he waiting on a passing demonstration procession, only
to interfere in the event of commotion. The man of service is reinstated in the draperies of a rag
mat. It was discarded on the porch of the Sandø estate at Hvaler during Easter 2003. He throws a
distinct shadow on the colourful mat.
14-07-03,
141+142, Red
289+290
Young girl found in 1999, in the rare event of a sunny day in October in Bergen. Her blond hair
was glistening in the sun as she was walking towards Verftet with her friends, wearing a black
leather jacket. She is reinstated at Hvaler in 2003, among some red Cretaceous stones on the
beach.
14-07-03,
143+144, Green
20+40
Bearded man with cap and a bulging beer stomach, found at the Bergen quays during autumn
2000, enjoying a soft cream ice with crushed nougat topping. He is placed in a patch of ferns at
Hvaler during Easter 2003. A small but nice detail: one of the winding branches of the plant
seems to hold him in a firm grasp, just about to devour him, whereas he himself is totally
engaged in his ice cream.
14-07-03,
145+146, Yellow
174+188
The elderly woman found in Bergen during September 2000. She was dressed in a fair and long
overcoat, a pink blouse and a turquoise scarf around her neck. She had brought a tartan umbrella,
yet the sun was so strong that she had to look downwards to shield her eyes. She is reinstated at
Hvaler during April 2003, attached to the yellow ladder that descends into the water from the
quay. She casts green shadows on the handrail.
14-07-03,
147+148, Blue
46+47
Smoking man with ochry jacket, found slouching in the sun of Brooklyn, New York, January
2000. He was escorting an obedient dog, without a leash, that matched his jacket. Both gave the
impression of having all the time in the world. He is reinstated in Berlin, in the beginning of July
2003. He is standing on one of the seats of the blue plastic chairs in one of the many tourist
boats of the Spree. Here one can sit down, beer in hand, and behold the sights of the city passing
by.

14-07-03,
149+150, Yellow
189+203
Teenage girl found in Bergen on May 2000. She was wearing a national costume and holding a
large, light lilac, gas balloon in one hand, and a bag of red candy in the other. Evidently she was
marked by the level of activity of this day, and one might presume her hair had been tidier earlier
that day. She is reinstated in Tiergarten in Berlin during spring 2003. She is standing steadily in a
set of daffodils. The colours, especially the green ones, look nearly artificial in their degree of
freshness.
14-07-03,
151+152, Blue
12+13
Elderly buttoned woman, dressed all black, with the sole exception of a burgundy red scarf
around her neck, was found in New York in February 2000. The enormous and dark sunglasses,
in addition to the dense cap, gave her a mystical and rather frightening appearance. The glasses
also enhanced the stature of her nose. She is placed out in June 2003, upon one of the tables on
the canal boat that rides the Spree and the channels around Berlin. In the background, one can
see observing tourists. In the nearest background is a glaring man with cap and light blue shirt.
Behind the people one can se parts of the monumental new government buildings.
14-07-03,
153+154, Red
310+311
Man dressed in blue working trousers and tools, found in Oslo during spring 1999. I can
remember precisely where I found him, at the spot where he stopped to light up a cigarette. He
had just crossed the bridge that crosses the Akerselva river, and was continuing up the Waldemar
Thrane street towards St.Hanshaugen. He is reinstated upon an orange rope that attaches the red
life-buoy to the canal boat of Berlin, June 2003. In the background one can behold the Riksdagen
building, with the German flag raised. In the glass dome, one can barely spot tiny small tourists.
26-02-04,
155+156, Blue
111+112
Lady with permanent waves and sunglasses, found by the entry of the pedestrian street in Bergen
during autumn 1999. She had just stopped to check if everything was in its place in the pocket of
her long and beige coat with sunspots. Perhaps keys, or some important documents. Considering
her worried expression, she did not find what she was hoping for. She is placed amongst lilac
thistles in one of the flower beds in Tiergarten, Berlin, June 2003. She is inexorably stuck, with
one of the thistles jammed between her knees.
26-02-04,
157+158, Red
255+256
Young girl with bleached hair, wearing training shoes and a white Costa Rica-T-shirt, found in
Bergen, late summer 1999. She was walking with some friends at a leisurely pace uphill from
Verftet. It was a warm Sunday, and they had probably been in loose chattering over last nights
events, seated at a table on the quay. She was carrying a coke bottle. She is reinstated among low
red plants in the flowerbed of Tiergarten, Berlin, on an even hotter day of June 2003.
26-02-04,
159+160, Green
194+208
Belly dancer in red outfit, found parading through the streets of Berlin in June 2003. She wore
fluttering skirts consisting in several thin layers, and a matching headdress and shawl. She also
wore numerous golden coins on her head, in her bra and belt, making her jingle and dangle as she
moved. She was partaking in the magnificent Kulture der welt parade, presumably a professional
dancer. That day measured a 36 degree Celsius in the shadow, so dancing in the broiling sun
during the hours of the parade was certainly a display of endurance. She is now reinstated in the
big contrast; all alone on a green cushion in a noiseless environment, at Hvaler in August 2003.
26-02-04,

161+162, Blue

35+36

Belly dancer from the Kulture der welt parade in Berlin, found in June 2003. She was one of the
representatives of a dancing school, and from her costume and way of moving, one might
assume that she was less experienced than the others. Still, the emotion, the self confidence, and
the nearly self-consuming love in her expression was easy to like. She was dressed in thin skirts,
and the colours were mainly lilac and golden. She is placed upon a solid azure tablecloth at
Hvaler in August 2003. She casts a darker, bluish shadow astern.
29-02-04,
163+164, Green
243+263
The elderly man in a dark suit on a bicycle was found along the heavily populated Kottbusser
Damm in Berlin, September 2002. He was riding towards left, but turned his head rightwards,
trying to spot an opening between the cars for him to be able to cross. He was not moved by the
hurry of the others, sticking to his own sedate pace. He is reinstated among green flowers with a
rubbery surface at Palmehuset in Botanisk hage at Tøyen in January 2003. As the plants are
placed in one of the window frames, my selected object is peeping out at the mild and cold light
of January.
29-02-04,
165+166, Red
337+338
Man in orange leather jacket and light blue jeans, found in Bergen during autumn 1999. He was
vaguely stooped and his arms were limply hanging down his sides. It is almost more of a
sensation to find someone who is carrying nothing in the city. The strong light drew sharp
contrast on his clothes. He is reinstated upon a Se og Hør magazine, out in the garden of the
Sandø estate at Hvaler, on an early morning of August 2003. On the front page, on which he is
now walking, one can see pictures from the marriages of Lisa Marie Presley and Nicholas Cage.
01-03-04,
167+168, Red
358+359
Oriental woman found at the railway station of Prague, July 2000. She was dressed in a white
costume with thin and long enveloping skirt, with a appropriate long shawl draped over her left
shoulder. Over the other shoulder was a deep blue, heavy-looking bag. Her long black hair was
high-piled, and in the sun it became obvious that it was greying. She is reinstated on the hood of
a red car parked outside Neues Palais in Park Sanssouci in Potsdam, March 2003. One can see
both the reflection of the palace with its massive dome, as well as my reinstated figure on the
hood.
01-03-04,
169+170, Blue
73+74
Originally, the woman was classified under specimens found in Oslo during winter 2000, but I
believe there has been a mix-up. I have a distinct recollection of having found her in Bergen
during autumn 1999. She had just crossed the Nygårdsgata and passed the bar Garage, moving
down towards Festplassen. I noticed her because the evening sun made her red anorak intensely
red, adding an extra glow to her face. In her right pocket she had a coiled up tabloid. She is
placed out in June 2003, upon one a blue plastic chair on one of the canal boat that rides the
Spree through Berlin. Behind her you see the back of a man in cap, white beard and quilted shirt.
Before him again, a man wearing sunglasses, rummaging his sack for a camera or a pair of
binoculars.
01-03-04,
171+172, Yellow
247+267
Man of African origin, found in the Kulture der Welt parade in Berlin, June 2003. He was
standing still in the heat. He had taken off his hat for a moment, and looked a bit exhausted, yet
proud and handsome. He was dressed in a white shirt with pompous ruches on his arms,
alternating in red and blue. He wore white matching shoes white training shoes. He is reinstated
upon a quilt cover with white and yellow stripes and a flowered pattern, at Hvaler during August
2003.

10-03-04,
173+174, Green
39+59
Man walking towards right in a stately costume, found in the Kulture der Welt parade on a hot
day of June in Berlin 2003. Besides a deep red suit with golden ornament and accompanying
golden shoes and gloves, he was dressed in a shockingly pink creation from feathers, wrought on
his back as if they were wings. He had a tall golden hat out of straw, with matching feathers, and
his face wore a content grin. He carried the most important requisite of the day, the water bottle,
in his hand. He is reinstated upon a turquoise tablecloth, laid on the Sandø estate at Hvaler on an
early morning of September 2003. The silhouettes and shadows cast might guide one's mind
towards a strutting peacock, rustling his feathers.
10-03-04,
175+176, Yellow
146+160
The woman was found parading through the streets of Berlin in June 2003. She was reposing,
faintly stooping, and drinking from her water bottle. She wore an enormous skirt with several
layers of turquoise fabric, and a similarly gigantic headgear consisting in light blue feathers. She is
set in slightly more sober surroundings, on a ochry sheet at Nordre Sandøy, September 2003.
10-03-04,
177+178, Yellow
306+326
Employee at the hotel found in a strolling conversation with colleagues in January 2004. She
wore a dark blue outfit with knee-length skirt and light blue shirt inside her jacket. She was
looking down and right with a slight smile on her mouth. She is reinstated in parrot plant inside
the Botanical garden in Berlin, February 2004. She is placed inside the huge and familiar palm
house sketched by Alfred Koerner. Inside, the air is hot and damp, yet refreshing. One can see
drops of dew on the plant she is standing at, and the sound of dribble is accompanied by the
whispering from small tourist groups at a slow pace.
07-05-04,
179+180, Green
304+324
Smiling employee at the hotel found walking towards the right. It was a rather cold day of
January 2004, so she wore a grey woollen jacket over her thin blouse. The jacket was
embroidered with pastel flowers. She is reinstated in the Botanical garden in Berlin during
February 2004. She is placed deep inside a extensive plant consisting in long grassy straws.
Behind, one can see the adjacent sign, saying ”Kyllinga vaginata.”
07-05-04,
181+182, Green
260+280
Lady in hat found in Oslo during autumn 1998. She walked purposefully towards the right, in a
black and white attire. She further wore a home-made, large-patterned jacket and black leather
gloves. She is placed inside a discarded lamp shade from the hotel. It was found in a warehouse,
where several objects from the 80s interior are stuffed away. The large flower-pattern in pink and
turquoise and the lamp falls neatly in with the style of the woman's jacket. She is placed in an tear
in the fabric, in January 2003.
07-05-04,
183+184, Blue
29+30
Employee at the Olavsgaard, aunt Elisabeth, found in the sunlight outside the main entrance of
the hotel in March 2002. She was smilingly conscious of the camera. The name tag on her blue
blazer shone yellow in the sun. She is reinstated one month later in Hasenheide park in Neuköln,
Berlin. It was one of the first real hot days in Berlin, and quite a few people were slowly stirring
in the park. A hare runs right before the lens, just before the picture is about to be taken.
20-05-04,
185+186, Green
162+176
Ole, the manager of the hotel, was found engaged in a cheerful conversation with a colleague
outside the hotel in January 2004. He is placed in a plant with large yellow blades, yellow near the

centre and turning crisp green towards the end points. He is standing at the blades' projection
point, consisting mainly in red stems. Originally I wanted to place him inside an orchid in another
greenhouse of those belonging to the Botanical garden of Berlin, but I lost him too deep inside
the flowers for me to ever be able to fish him out. Fortunately I had made three different
versions of the same. That specimen is thus left as a business card from the visit in February
2004.
21-05-04,
187+188, Green
79+99
Smiling female employee at the hotel found in company with colleagues in January 2003. She is
reinstated in the ivy climbing up the balcony wall of my flat in Dieffenbachstrasse in Berlin, a day
in March 2004.
21-05-04,
189+190, Green
136+150
This Oriental girl was found in the Kulture der Welt parade in Berlin, June 2003. She wore a
spacious and delicate turquoise outfit and was smiling secretly on her own. She is placed upon a
mirror in the garden of Sandø estate at Hvaler during September 2003. A strange effect appears
as the figure is removed from the painting, and there is nothing but the white silhouette left,
while the mirror image is still present.
21-05-04,
191+192, Blue
90+91
The woman from New York with a pair of scissors, a cross around her neck, and with a
bandaged hand was found strolling just outside Central Park during winter 2000. The large and
dark sunglasses, in addition to the sour expression, made her resemble a hostile insect. She is
placed out in January 2003, in between a dinner plate and a second plate bearing the O.H.
emblem in front. A draped white tablecloth lies in the background.
21-05-04,
193+194, Red
272+273
Young girl in a turquoise long dress and black roses in cloth, apparently casually arranged, was
found in June 2003 in Kreuzberg, Berlin. She had blonde dreads, a haircut that must be said to be
one of the most common in this part of the city. She is jammed in between two twigs in rustic
surroundings at Hvaler, during Easter 2004. In the background one can spot an idle tractor with a
trailer.
21-05-04,
195+196, Blue
65+66
The elderly woman was found outside the hotel at the day of the opening in 1985. She was lined
up with the others along the red ribbon just cut to declare the Olavsgaard hotel open. She had an
indeterminable look upon her face. Concerned, happy, unwell and distanced at the same time.
Her hands were folded on her stomach. She wore a light grey outfit, with an accompanying light
pink shirt. She is placed in the freshly cut apple tree in the garden of the Sandø estate in April
2004. The sky looks almost artificially blue.
21-05-04,
197+198, Red
236+237
Woman with red skirt ornamented in gold, and wearing a light sun hat, found in Berlin during
June 2003. She is reinstated in a tree with sprouting buds at Hvaler during Good Friday 2004. In
the background one can behold the Norwegian flag waving in the wind.
21-05-04,
199+200, Blue
92+93
The man wearing a khaki shirt and shorts was found parading through the streets of Berlin in
June 2003. The strong sunlight made deep contrasting shades to both his face and his clothes. He
was drinking a glass of beer while concentrating on what was happening on his left hand side. He

is placed upon a white plastic stool, leaning up against a deck chair with a deep blue cushion
during Easter 2004. The furniture belongs to the garden of the Sandø estate at Nordre Sandøy.
21-06-05,
201+202, Green
115+135
Woman in a speckled pink bathing costume, sunglasses and hair ribbon, found in a strolling
conversation at the beach of Calpe, Spain, July 2004. She is reinstated in a white kerosene lamp
decorated with butterflies, at the cabin of Johnsbu near Dagali during the Winter Holidays 2005.
12-04-05,
203+204, Yellow
226+246
Girl revelling in candy, with a pink shoulder bag, found at Torgallmenningen in Bergen,
September 1999. She wore a black coat with white fake fur around neck and arms, and matching
white stockings to go. She was standing in a crowd with girls of the same age, presumably
speaking of boys. She is placed in the sand between horizontal yellow straws and rush, with some
green ones on her left, at Hvaler during Easter 2003.
12-04-05,
205+206, Blue
88+89
Richly colourful, middle-aged woman found in New York in February 2000. She wore a red
fleece jacket and appropriate cap with ear flaps. The sweater oozing out from beneath was
orange, whereas the silk scarf around her neck was shockingly pink, with large black spots on it.
She wore dark sunglasses, despite the fact that the weather was rather bad. She was one of the
objects that obviously became aware of me as I took her photo, but she did not seem to make
any objections. Rather she gave me a hearty smile. She was reinstated in September 2003,
between two of the cut-out planks that make for the fence around the new terrace on the Sandø
estate at Hvaler.
12-04-05,
207+208, Yellow
202+216
Elderly female tourist, found at the Bergen quays, late summer 1999. Despite her reasonable
outfit, consisting in an airy brown-chequered pleated skirt, a turquoise sweater, and not the least,
comfortably looking Ecco (or similar) shoes, one could see from her attitude that her walking
was soon to take an end. Her one hand was tucked at her side, as if she was in pain from her
back, and even though her face was turned away, I bet she was marked by a slight suffering. She
is reinstated on a brass banister painted yellow, in Tiergarten, Berlin, during a hot day of June
2003.
26-04-05,
209+210, Green
117+137
Two Asian women, possibly mother and daughter, was found by the Karl's Bridge in Prague
during summer 1999. Each were looking her own way, and their backs were partly overlapping.
The older woman was watching something at eye level, while the younger was in conversation
with one of the travelling companions. Both wore comfortable clothes, dressed for long days
sightseeing and with white cloth hats to protect from sun. The older had an abdominal belt and a
jacket wrought around her waist. They are reinstated in a tree with see-view during a day of
Easter at Hvaler 2004. Planted among pine needles, sighting separate ways.
26-04-05,
211+212, Yellow
123+143
Young and tanned girl with white shorts and matching singlet, only partly covering her abdomen,
found strolling along the esplanade at Calpe, Costa Blanca in Spain, during August 2004. She is
reinstated amongst yellow leaves in the crisp air of autumn in the Torshov Valley, October 2004.
This is one of the few days of autumn in which the sky has such a dazzling blueness and the
autumnal colours of the trees are so intense.
26-04-05,

213+214, Blue

67+68

Smiling man of some weight, in his fifties, found at the market in Santiago de Compostela, Spain,
spring 2000. There was a certain aura of mafia in this dress code. The grey suit, the dark glasses,
the shining hair groomed backwards, and not to mention the gaudiness of the large golden rings
on some of his fingers. Also he was somewhat dandy in his pose, as he just previously had shot
me with his small compact camera, while I short after took his picture. That's why the smile. He
is now placed on the banister of the bower at the crest of the Torshov park during October 2004.
A nice place, with a view of the city and the sea.
26-04-05,
215+216, Red
276+277
The priest was found hurrying down the paved streets in Santiago de Compostela, Spain, during
spring 2000. He is reinstated in small red turnips attached to a shrub on the roadside at Torshov
in October 2004.
26-04-05,
217+218, Yellow
183+197
Young boy intensely focused on the soccer game with his friends, found at the beach of Calpe,
Spain, during August 2004. He was dressed in nothing but light green shorts, accompanied with a
necklace and watch in cheap gold imitation. He is reinstated in Oslo during October 2004, or
rather, he is stuck upon the stem of a yellow Norway maple in the Torshov valley.
26-04-05,
219+220, Red
348+349
Young boy with only a red Bermuda shorts covered in large white flowers, found by the
waterside at Calpe, Spain, during August 2004. He was talking to his girlfriend and, the redness
considering, he had forgot to apply sunscreen during the last hours. He is reinstated in an
ornamental shrub at Torshov in Oslo, October 2004. The shrub is covered with clusters of tiny
red leaves that match his shorts perfectly.
26-04-05,
221+222, Green
205+219
The pair was found in the streets of Santiago de Compostela during spring 2000, intensely
scrutinising a map or a tourist brochure. They were dressed as a pair, identical yellow all-weather
jackets, blue jeans, and practical brown rucksacks. He was also carrying an umbrella, just in case.
They are reinstated in a light yellow leaves with a yellow brim. More lying on top of than attached
to the foliage, their shadows seem different than they otherwise would be. They are placed by the
roadside near the Torshov valley in October 2004.
26-04-05,
223+224, Red
308+309
Spanish wife found in chatter with another like-minded, found in a narrow alley in Santiago de
Compostela during the spring of 2000. She wore a practical everyday dress with orange and
turquoise patterns, along with comfortable shoes without heel. Interpreting the pose, she was
listening intensively, and throwing in a bit of fancy, one could actually see her ear cocked just a
little bit. The odds are low on the topic being town gossip. She is reinstated in a small hardwood
standing isolated close to the centre of the large hollow of the Torshov valley, The leaves are in
intense shades of orange and rusty red, stronger than all the other trees in the vicinity. She is
placed out on a sunny autumnal day of 2004.
26-04-05,
225+226, Yellow
85+105
Young boy running around in a good spirit at the beach of Calpe on Costa Blanca, Spain, during
August 2004. He is reinstated on a straw at the roadside, strongly discoloured by traffic, just by
the Sandaker Centre during October 2004. In the background, one can see the monumental grain
silos looming over the Akerselva river. Painted white from the top, the simple drawings of grain
begins some distance further down, covering two thirds of the silos in the yellow.

26-04-05,
227+228, Red
251+252
African woman from the Kulture der welt parade in Berlin, found during an extremely hot day of
June 2003. She was dressed in a dark pink, airy dress of chiffon, and with feathery elements in
ping, yellow, green and turquoise, altogether creating an impressive headgear. The bent white
platform shoes could not possibly be of service in the kind of dancing she continuously
entertained herself with in the 32 degrees Celsius. She is placed along the road up to Makø at
Nordre Sandøy, Hvaler during Easter 2004. A twig from a dead pine tree is stuck between her
waistline and her right arm. The tree is placed upon the large bonfire burning in the background.
I sacrifice a pair of blue jeans and receive a burn for the sake of this photo.
26-04-05,
229+230, Green
220+240
Man in bowler, sandals, red-striped sweater and braces, found in Berlin during June 2003. He was
dressed up to partake in the annual World Culture Festival, and the roll of scotch tape in his right
hand indicate that he might be one of the persons organizing the event. He is reinstated on a bud
on the end of a twig outside a large Swiss cottage at Nordre Sandøy during spring 2004. This is
the house used by Vibeke Løkkeberg during the recording of the film ”Måker”.
26-04-05,
231+232, Red
360+361
The woman with her arms folded was found while waiting to cross the crowded street in the new
part of Santiago de Compostela during the spring of 2000. She was dressed in a split suit where
trousers and suit coat were both lighter green. Her grey, near white hair was high-piled, and the
top end went down her neck. She is reinstated in a sunny scree amongst shiny red chestnuts at
Hvaler during Good Friday 2004.
26-04-05,
233+234, Red
335+336
Lady with her arms tucked into her waist and a red stick in her right hand was found on the
annual World Culture Festival in Berlin, June 2003. She was a member of a folk dance group and
was accordingly dressed. She wore a broad-brimmed straw hat, a white embroidered blouse and a
green and red ankle-length skirt. At the near middle of the skirt was a kind of crinoline that made
the skirt stay extended. She reminded me of one of the dolls dressed in the national costume, or
some other distinct costume, placed at the top shelf on the girl's room. She is placed upon the
rusty lock of the tractor trailer at the Sandø farm, at Hvaler during Easter 2004.
29-04-05,
235+236, Green
224+244
The man was found in Santiago de Compostela, Spain, during spring 2000. Due to his
extraordinary height, his hurry and his stooping character, the hastening movement of this longlegged man was rather funny. He was dressed in a grey smoke jacket, carrying what I believe was
some important documents in his left hand. I figured that he was working in an second-hand, or
a small bookshop nearby, and that he was an extensive reader and a gentle person. He is
reinstated in the long green grass in the slope up to the Torshov park in October 2004. In the
background one can see the bower at the top, with autumnal yellow trees as a back cloth.
29-04-05,
237+238, Green
58+78
Man with camera tripod dressed for safari, found while recording the carnival parade in
Kreuzberg, June 2004. He was concentrating, slightly knee-bent and stooped, to get the best
possible angle. He is reinstated in marine surroundings, amongst muzzles and spiny cockles,
seaweed and sea tangle, at the waterside of Hvaler during September 2003.
07-05-05,
239+240, Blue
6+7
Original couple found bicycling in Kreuzberg, Berlin, during June 2003. Two of the many
survivor hippies living in the area turned into a small village in the city along the Spree river. A

smell of incense and marijuana mixes into the air when approaching the small community of
home-made austere camping cabins ornamented with colourful wall paintings. He was dressed in
a pair of orange, rolled-up trousers and a long lilac velvet coat with nothing underneath. A sign
painted with red henna colour was painted his abdomen. On his head, he carried a top hat with a
leopard scarf around it, and underneath a thick tangle of long hair sprung out. Moreover; round
sunglasses, moustache and bare feet. She came right behind on a similarly lumber of a bike,
dressed in an azure velvet dress that left the abdomen naked. He had a child seat on his bike, but
the child seemed to be left at home that day. The colourful couple is reinstated in the wild and
leafless hedge at Nordre Sandøy during Easter 2003, with the bright blue skies in the background.
07-05-05,
241+242, Yellow
185+199
This middle-aged man with a silly-looking red hat and a Hawaii shirt with large white and blue
flowers was found while admiring the Kulture der Welt parade through the streets of Berlin
during June 2003. He had a rather sceptical look upon his face. He was carrying a hiking bag and
was walking with white tennis socks inside his sandals. He is set among waving rush in the wind
down in the dip which is also the frogs favourite dwelling at Nordre Sandøy, in September 2003.
17-01-06,
243+244, Blue
14+15
Middle-aged man looking to be enjoying life to the brink at the beach of Calpe, Spain, August
2004. He was looking snugly down at his small wife, and he was dressed in khaki shorts, open
shirt with short sleeves, exposing a conspicuous beer stomach, and on the head, a beige straw hat
with a leather band. The jewellery and the expensive-looking watch gave impressions of a mighty
family head, on a rather out of place cheap Mediterranean vacation. He is reinstated upon a fence
along the avenue leading towards the bower in the Torshov park during the autumn of 2004. He
is jammed into a crack, next to a large nut and screw.
17-01-06,
245+246, Red
341+342
Peering young girl, just exiting the water after a swim, found at the beach of Costa Blanca, Spain,
during August 2004. She was chattering with her brother while straightening her blue bikini. She
is moved into brand new surroundings, at Johnsbru, a genuine Norwegian cabin near Geilo,
during winter 2005. She is placed upon a small and red, carved wooden chair with simple rose
painting.
17-01-06,
247+248, Green
177+191
Small blonde girl in white effervescent dress, white knee stockings and cloth shoes found playing
on the waterside of Lille Lungårdsvann in Bergen during late summer 1998. A touring circus was
in town, and they were rigging the tent at the Festplassen square on that day. I would guess that
the girl was from one of the touring families. He is placed on the seaside at Nordre Sandø during
Easter 2003. She floats easily on the surface, with green and glistening seaweed in the
background.
17-01-06,
249+250, Red
257+258
The small girl was found on the 17th of May 2000 in the streets of Bergen. Due to the weather,
she wore a creamy white knitted poncho over her national costume. She also wore leisure shoes
for the same purpose, with thick rubber soles and shoe laces. She is now reinstated leaning up
against a rose painted forge bellows for the hearth of a cabin at Tunhovd, in the winter of 2005.
17-01-06,
251+252, Blue
48+49
Young woman carrying her daughter, found at the Torgallmenningen square in Bergen, waving
while walking down some steps painted red as part of a performance act. I didn't know them at
the time of the photo, autumn 1999, but have later come to know the woman, even to the point

of becoming colleagues. They are placed on the welcoming sign at the cabin door of Johnsbu in
winter 2005. The sign is of ceramic and represent a man and a woman dressed in blue national
costumes. Above is written "velkommen".
17-01-06,
253+254, Green
60+80
The nun was found hastening to the right in Santiago de Compostela, Spain, during spring 2000.
She was either late for mass or for a tea party. She was dressed in a knee-long and white skirt,
blue upper part, and a lighter bluish headgear. She is now placed on the banister of the
Öberbaumbrücke bridge, between Kreuzberg and Friedrichain, in April 2005. In the background,
the Spree river can be seen, with its blue river boats and the television mast in the far distance.
17-01-06,
255+256, Blue
44+45
The thoughtful elderly man without coat was found strolling across paved road with his hands in
his pockets in Santiago de Compostela, Spain, during spring 2000. He is now set upon the
turquoise my sisters' slippers, lying casually discarded on the lawn of the Sandø estate during the
summer of 2005.
17-01-06,
257+258, Yellow
268+288
Stately dressed maharajah found at the Kulture der Welt parade in Berlin, June 2003. He wore the
lilac silk outfit and corresponding headgear and black moustache with the aura of a monarch.
With him he had a "servant" who, at all time, held a silly-looking pink umbrella over his head, in
addition to frenetically waving a fan to maintain a tolerable temperature. He is reinstated in a
colony of lions' teeth in a garden at Nordre Sandøy, Hvaler, during the summer of 2005.
17-01-06,
259+260, Red
291+292
The woman in the black hat was found hastening across the road in Santiago de Compostela
during spring 2000. The large and light blue jacket was thrown over the shoulders in a way that
she from behind seemed to be without hands. She is placed out in April 2005, on the top of a
sawn off metal pipeline, with one of the seemingly everlasting construction sites in Berlin in the
background. More specifically, she was set in front of the construction site to what is to become
the largest railway station in Europe, the Östbahnhof. Dark blue threatening clouds gather in the
background behind the large red cranes.
17-01-06,
261+262, Red
352+353
The man with his arms well tucked into his waist, either to show determination, or because the
position is comfortable, was found outside the entrance of the hotel in March 2002. He was in a
conversation with another man whose eyes was blinded by the sun. He is posed in the draperies
of an orientally inspired shawl, mainly pink and red, at Hvaler during the summer of 2005.
13-06-06,
263+264, Blue
16+17
Woman looking down, dressed in matching yellow jacket and hat, found in Oslo during spring
1998. Her left side was strongly enlightened by the sun, and she was carrying a semi-heavy ICA
shopping bag. She is reinstated on the banister over the Spree river at Öberbaumbrücke. The
picture was taken as one of the blue canal boats passed beneath the bridge. April 2005, and off
season. Beneath the yellow woman, one can spot a sole demi-bald and smoking man, and another
woman, both peering towards left.
13-06-06,
265+266, Yellow
159+173
Young boy dressed in blue jeans and matching jacket, peering towards the right with his face in
the sun, found in Bergen during autumn 1998. He is placed among apples and pears arranged in a
bowl of fruits. The bowl is placed on the porch table on a cabin near Geilo, during winter 2005.

13-06-06,
267+268, Yellow
64+84
Typical scandalmonger in hot debate with a like-minded, found in Santiago de Compostela in
Spain during spring 2000. She was acidly pointing leftwards at something. They were standing in
the middle of the narrow street in a loud exchange of gossip. She is reinstated in a fiddler's snug
embrace at Tunhovd, winter 2005. He is one of a great number of intricate pieces of bric-a-brac
amounting for the decoration of the classical Norwegian cabin. The metallic doll, with its painted
clown face, will start playing piercing tones on his fiddle if he is wound up.
13-06-06,
269+270, Blue
25+26
Asian woman in stiff pose to her husband's camera, with a shy but warm smile, found in Prague
in July 1999. She was posing in front of one of the guards that guarded the St. Vitus cathedral.
She is reinstated in front of the Spree river in Berlin in April 2005. She is standing on a small
niche on the bridge between Kreuzberg and Friedrichain, Öberbaumbrücke, viewing the river
and the pier with all the cranes. In the middle of the river one can see the back of a sign, on
which the familiar yellow fist is spray painted. It seems as if the person of whom this very graffiti
is the trademark, has decided to paint the fists on the most inaccessible places, which actually is
rather impressive.
13-06-06,
271+272, Blue
113+114
Softly smiling woman in light blue costume and knee-length skirt was found with arms folded in
Santiago de Compostela during spring 2000. She is set in the draperies of my turquoise and dark
blue singlet, crumpled together in a bundle at one of the beaches of Crete, in July 2005.
13-06-06,
273+274, Yellow
285+305
Man dressed as a servant for a dressed up maharajah, found at the Kulture der Welt parade in
Berlin, June 2003. In addition to an impressive, fake and black moustache, a costume consisting
in balloon trousers, a vest, and headgear in matching dark blue and golden. With a seriouslylooking expression, he was holding a silly umbrella over his master. He is set in the warm and
golden afternoon light, on a yellow slope of a naked rock, by the outskirts of the beach at Crete,
summer 2005.
13-06-06,
275+276, Red
346+347
Pensive old man caught from behind, as he was slowly walking through Bergen, autumn 1999.
He was dressed in a semi-long light coat and a hat askew, hands folded on his back. He is half
buried in soft sand, in between the strings from a red bikini top, and the sea can be seen from
behind. He is reinstated at Crete during the summer of 2005.
14-06-06,
277+278, Green
138+152
Young impatient man waiting in front of a telephone booth in New York, winter 2000. Despite
the sun, it was a cold day to stay motionless, so he had tucked his hand deep inside the pockets
of his beige leather jacket with a fur collar. He was faintly leaning towards the wall, feet crossed.
He is placed in considerably warmer climate, on Crete during the summer of 2005. Here he is
waiting inside a verdigris green cluster of grapes, out on a solitary vine in the outskirts of the city
of Hersonissos.
14-06-06,
279+280, Blue
54+55
Elderly woman in a baby pink and black pleated skirt, found in Oslo during winter 1998. She was
carrying a large white handbag, in which she was rummaging with her right hand. Her pale face
covered by the large glasses wore a worried expression. She is placed in between two beautiful

orchids of crisp blue and lilac nuances. The flowers are growing wild along the road toward the
Knossos ruins at Crete in July 2005.
14-06-06,
281+282, Blue
71+72
Scrutinising man found in the streets of Santiago de Compostela during spring 2000. He was
studying a map or a road description, apparently in worry. His large and seemingly heavy bag was
resting over his right arm. He is placed inside the heap of my blue linen dress left on the beaches
of Crete during summer of 2005. In the background, one can see a boy in blue bathing trousers
who is playing badminton, and others on their way into the crystal ocean.
14-06-06,
283+284, Green
281+301
Dressed up woman from the Kulture der welt parade in Berlin, during a hot day of June 2003.
She wore a costume that was identical to the rest of the band comprising about 20-30 men and
women. The costume was a strangely large collar with ruches and corresponding tall headgear
made out of feathers in green and orange. Beyond that, accompanying the white bathing trousers
she wore stiff figures around calves and arms, same colours as the collar and feathers. She was
walking rather absent-minded while beating a tiny white drum. She is set in a strangely looking
plant with green and orange clusters of balls, easily reminding one of small peppers. The cluster is
placed on a strong stem, almost a trunk, on Crete during summer 2005.
14-06-06,
285+286, Red
318+319
Small blond girl in national costume found on the 17th of May 2000 in Bergen, beholding the wet
square of Festplassen. Attitude and hairstyle both revealed some weariness after the national
holiday. She is placed out on a hot day of July, on Crete in 2005, with the calm waves rolling
towards the beach. Tanned backs can be seen in the background. She is placed in a pile of wet
sand in the hands of my friend.
14-06-06,
287+288, Green
209+223
Something to the left had just caught the eye of this white-haired woman, as she was found at the
Torgallmenningen square in Bergen on the 17th of May 2000. She looked almost flustered in her
red, black and white national costume, hands limply hanging down. She is reinstated in the
shadow play cast from some large and very green leaves in the hot afternoon on Crete 2005.
14-06-06,
289+290, Red
356+357
Suntanned woman with pink covet dress caught from behind in a slow walk at the seaside of the
beach of Calpe, Spain, during August 2004. She had a matching pair of pink sandals with small
heels, not exactly looking suitable for the sandy beach. A small white handbag was dangling
around her side. She is reinstated almost a year later on Crete, in the middle of a spectacular pink
orchid with a core of deep red and orange stamens.
16-01-07,
291+292, Blue
8+9
Grinning boy with verdigris green quilted anorak tied around his waist, and a deep yellow T-shirt
with Goofy as motif. Found in the streets of Oslo during spring 1998. What in the morning had
felt like winter was to become a warm and sunny day of spring. He was carrying a light green and
full carrier bag, and a satchel on his back, and it seemed like he found life satisfying. He is placed
upon page 146 of The Year of the hare by Arto Paasilinna,placed upon a towel spread out on the
beaches of Crete, July 2005.
16-01-07,
293+294, Yellow
43+63
Grey-haired man with dark moustache and leisure wear found sitting upon a wall in Santiago de
Compostela during spring 2000 while fumbling concentrated on the wire of a microphone.

Around his neck was a small camcorder, and next to his feet was the camera bag. He was found
right outside the large cathedral in the city, and was probably about to immortalize one of the
many spectacular masses of the day. He is placed inside the garden shrubs in front of a typical
Torshov building close to the park. He is reinserted on an early morning of October in 2004, as
the autumnal colours are at their strongest, to make his ornamental shrub seem even more
yellow.
16-01-07,
295+296, Red
278+279
Tightly wrapped New Yorker with fur lining on his hood, and a bag over his left shoulder, found
in Central Park on a cold day of February 2000. He is reinstated in a rose bush with no flowers in
the sunny wall of the terrace at Sandø estate, on a day of August 2005.
06-02-07,
297+298, Green
119+139
Grizzled homeless man with cap and scarf found carrying a heavy-looking blue bag over his
shoulder in New York, winter 2000. He was strong-looking as he was walking determined, yet
perhaps with no actual destination. He is reinstated in a tree in the Görlitzer park in Kreuzberg,
Berlin, April 2005.
06-02-07,
299+300, Red
329+330
Small girl dressed in a light yellow all-weather jacket and corresponding skirt of the same fabric,
found at the Torgallmenningen square in Bergen on the 17th of May 2000. She had a ponytail
and a headband and large lumpy shoes to keep the rain off. She is placed out on a stone carved,
red pillar that supports this bridge over the Spree river in Berlin. She is placed out on a sunny day
of April 2005 at the Öberbaumbrücke bridge.
06-02-07,
301+302, Yellow
81+101
The street musician seated on a striped camp stool was found in a pedestrian subway (mainly
used by tourists and pilgrims) in Santiago de Compostela on a day of spring in 2000. He was
playing melancholy songs on his guitar. Hence the despairing expression on his face. He is
reinstated in-between home-made yellow and black Selbuvotter on the Johnsbu cabin at
Tunhovd during winter 2005.
06-02-07,
303+304, Red
314+315
Woman in fair and loose leisure wear, including a white cap, found as she was taking photos of
the ruins of Knossos, Crete, in August 2005. She is now placed upon one of the red benches at
Grünerløkka during March 2006.
06-02-07,
305+306, Green
164+178
Slightly hunched, elderly woman, found walking towards the right on the paved road of Santiago
de Compostela, May 2000. She was carefully dressed up, in red trousers with white dots and a red
skirt. The woollen jacket and the shoes were both white. In her ears, she wore red clipped
eardrops, and around her neck, a white pearl necklace. Her face, also close to white due to the
strong sunlight, looked troubled. He is placed up against a verdigris green purse, with the green
lawn of the Dælenenga soccer court in the background, March 2006.
06-02-07,
307+308, Red
295+296
Small bluish boy, hat protecting from the sun, was found lead by the hand of an adult among a
tourist group in the ruins of Knossos on Crete, August 2005. He is reinstated between two
orange bricks on the outer wall of the Grünerløkka primary school during March 2006.
07-02-07,

309+310, Yellow

125+145

Woman in short blue trousers and a red shawl, found as she was listening to the tourist guide,
apparently with little interest, at Knossos, Crete, in August 2005. She looked perplex, eyes bent
downwards. She is placed upon one of the yellow stools belonging to Parkteatret at Grünerløkka
during March 2006.
07-02-07,
311+312, Green
168+182
French tourist with heavy-looking red rucksack, a light summer dress and a faint yellow headscarf
around her dark hair to protect from the heat, found in the ruins of Knossos at Crete during
August 2005. She is jammed into the green grid of the goal at the Dælenenga soccer court in
Oslo, March 2006.
07-02-07,
313+314, Yellow
245+265
Man in golden hair and dark brown outfit, found on the pedestrian walk along Lille
Lungårdsvann in Bergen during autumn 1999. He was rubbing his eye with his left hand, to wipe
away a tear. Perhaps he was only sensitive to the sun, or maybe he was struck by a sudden
melancholy. He is now reinstated in some straws growing wild along an old wooden fence by the
beach of Crete, in July 2005.
07-02-07,
315+316, Green
166+180
Young girl with hand lifted to cover the sun, scowling towards the right, found at Verftet in
Bergen, September 1999. She is placed among lilac flowers in Tiergarten in Berlin, on a warm day
of June 2003.
07-02-07,
317+318, Red
331+332
Woman wearing a long lilac coat with animal patterns and orange trousers, walking the streets of
New York in February 2000. Some fair curls fell out of the black cap and down the collar, and a
grey bag hung over her shoulder. Her pace was hurried and tense. Perhaps from the cold. She is
now placed in a far warmer climate. She is partly hidden by a branch containing several pale red
orchids, on Crete during August 2005.
07-02-07,
319+320, Green
264+284
Small boy with blue cap, orange shorts and sandals, found taking a pause from the play with his
little brothers. He was scratching the crust from a wound on his cheek, at the ruins of Knossos,
Crete, in August 2005. He is reinstated in some rose bushes without roses, with the pavilion of
the Birkelunden park in the background, at Grünerløkka during March 2006.
07-02-07,
321+322, Blue
31+32
Elderly man dressed in national costume, carrying an umbrella and a resigned expression on the
17th of May 1999 in Bergen. He is relocated on one of the number of lilac shrubs that populate
one of the edges of the large depression in the Görlitzer park, Kreuzberg, in Berlin April 2005.
07-02-07,
323+324, Yellow
22+42
The red-haired, skinny schoolgirl with a leather rucksack and white scarf was caught walking idly
around in Oslo in February 1998. She is reinstated on top of a KK magazine, in which a female
model with a flirtatious look is on the front page. The girl casts a shadow on a tube of sunscreen,
factor 30, placed in front of her. He is reinstated in the vernal air on the terrace of Sandø estate at
Hvaler during Easter 2006.
07-02-07,
325+326, Green
241+261
The small and elderly woman in a light blue coat and fair orange hair was found hastening to the
right, in the streets of Oslo on an early day of spring in 1998. She is placed within the hull of an

Easter egg, made out of cardboard, which is leaned up against another hull. The eggs are
decorated with rabbits and hens, incidentally already cleared of any candy that might have been
there before. She is placed out at Nordre Sandøy, Hvaler during Easter 2006.
07-02-07,
327+328, Yellow
1+21
Small girl totally focused on her red lollipop, found at the Torgallmenningen square in Bergen on
the 17th of May 1999. At the opportunity she was dressed in a rain coat, in red, white and blue.
She is placed in a bouquet of spring flowers consisting of common hepatica, butterbur and moss.
The bouquet decorates the laying on the breakfast table with painted eggs and yellow candles at
the Sandø farm, at Hvaler during Easter 2006.
19-06-07,
329+330, Blue
37+38
Elderly woman in a blue winter coat with double straps, and with a corresponding hat, found in
Oslo during Winter 1998. She wore black leather gloves, and with her free hand, the one not
placed in the pocket of the coat, she was carrying her handbag slightly extended from her body.
She had a downward stare and a focused expression upon her face, probably due to the lack of
sand on the icy sidewalk. She is reinstated on the white plastic table, leaned up against an egg cup
filled with fresh common hepatica. On this Easter morning at Hvaler in 2006, there is also a stack
of empty white and blue coffee cups on the table.
19-06-07,
331+332, Green
181+195
Einar, the jack-of-all-trades at Olavsgaard, was found hurrying towards the right, next to the
entrance of the hotel an early day during summer 2003. He is now reinstated in a light green plant
with a few yellow flowers, in the basking heat on the mountain at Crete, in August 2005.
19-06-07,
333+334, Yellow
200+214
The working man in red coveralls was found in New York in the winter of 2000. He was
handling some large, though apparently not so heavy, cardboard boxes. He was loading some
items into a van parked outside a storehouse in Brooklyn. He is placed out during Easter 2006, in
one of the six yellow lamp shades that constitute the white chandelier in the garden suite of the
Sandø estate.
19-06-07,
335+336, Yellow
127+147
The African woman in black, white and orange dress, with sunglasses on her head, was caught as
she was taking a nap in the shadows of the esplanade at Calpe in Spain 2004. She was holding her
hand over her right knee, as if in pain. She is reinstated in the Torshov park in Oslo during
October 2004, perched upon a naked branch, with the pavilion and the yellowed broadleaved
trees in the background.
19-06-07,
337+338, Yellow
170+184
The man in a dark blue cap and hood sweater was caught while talking in the cell phone in
Bergen during late summer 1999. He is now reinstated among ruins and large jars on a morning
in August, at Knossos, Crete 2005.
22-06-07,
339+340, Yellow
213+227
The man with a scarf on his head, sun glasses and a red shirt with an imprint of "4", was found
with his arms tucked at his sides, in San Francisco, March 2002. He is placed at the
Öberbaumbrücke bridge in Berlin, with the Disney-like towers and the yellow subway in the
background, on a day of April 2005.
22-06-07,

341+342, Green

222+242

Dandy middle-aged man dressed in a white shirt and creased trousers was found in Santiago de
Compostela during spring 2000. He was standing in the doorway of his shop, glaring up the
street in discontent. He is reinstated in-between two rose painted ladles on the cabin at Tunhovd
during winter 2005.
22-06-07,
343+344, Green
283+303
Young man in blue sneakers and a bag from Narvesen, caught hurrying through the Birkelunden
park at Grünerløkka in Oslo, June 2006. He appeared to be humming a tune. He is placed upon
the branch of a cactus at Costa Blanca in Spain, August 2006.
22-06-07,
345+346, Red
362+363
The man dressed in green with the bag thrown across his shoulder was found in Oslo during
autumn 1998. He is placed upon a red fan, in the hands of a friend of mine in August 2006. The
placing out is made while waiting to be served paella, at the small family driven restaurant by the
ocean in the outskirts of Altea.
22-06-07,
347+348, Yellow
121+141
Smiling mother and sceptical daughter found baked under the sun in the Kulture der Welt parade
in Berlin, June 2003. Both wore yellow clothes and hair ribbons. The mother, in a ankle-length,
wide coat, had paintings all over her face. The music was perhaps too loud, or at least of low
standards to the daughter, holding her hands over her ears. They are placed on the brass handle
of the yellow door of a mountain cabin at Tunhovd in February 2005.
22-06-07,
349+350, Yellow
142+156
The man with the deceptive inscription L A. café on his burgundy red jacket was found in New
York in the winter of 2000. He was looking to the left under his cap, wheeling in front of him, a
wagon full of bags and pouches. He is placed upon an orange and pink floating mattress in the
pool of Casa Montana in Spain, July 2006. In the background, one can see the bric-a-brac of a
true size woman in stone, decorated with cloth and flowers.
22-06-07,
351+352, Green
323+343
Man in camouflage trousers and hat against sun, rucksack, plastic bag and a walking stick, found
in conversation with another wanderer, in San Francisco in March 2002. He is placed inside a
near withered palm near Altea, Spain, during August 2006.
23-06-07,
353+354, Blue
2+3
Elderly man - the manager of it all - dressed in a blue suit and tie, found in front of the hotel
during the official opening of Olavsgaard in 1985. His hands were gathered in front, and he wore
a wry and proud smile. The characteristic dark eyelashes were half raised. He is reinstated at the
naked slope of a rock at Vasser in Vestfold, with the World's End in the background, on a warm
afternoon in July 2006.
23-06-07,
355+356, Red
299+300
Man dressed in blue trousers and a dark, fluffy hair with a growing bald spot, found at the
Kottbusser Damm in Berlin in September 2003. He had just passed out of one of the huge
Turkish grocery shops in the street, and was therefore carrying a large and light blue plastic bag.
He is now reinstated among pink flowers growing wild along the edge of the ditches at Crete, in
July 2005.
23-06-07,

357+358, Green

140+154

Casual dark-haired man with a Hawaii shirt, found outside a church in L.A. in April 2002. One of
his legs was resting on the edge of a dried-out fountain. His expression testified either of
boredom or indifference. He is placed in a low and old vase of slightly coloured glass, at the
moment being filled with common hepatica and butterbur, in April 2006 at Hvaler.
23-06-07,
359+360, Yellow
62+82
The red-haired boy dressed in a dark blue sweatsuit in white and red stripes was found in a light
trot across the Torgallmenningen square in Bergen, during autumn 1999. He is relocated on a
worn yellow bench of wood in the Görlitzer park, in Berlin, April 2005.
23-06-07,
361+362, Yellow
144+158
The strong sunlight made the yellow coat of the elderly woman seem close to white as she was
found by the Trefoldighetskirken in Oslo during winter 1998. She wore a lilac shawl across her
shoulders. She is placed upon the banister along the esplanade at Crete during August 2006, and
she casts a strong shadow to the right. Below one can see people basking in the sun, on their pink
sun loungers and under yellow sunshades.
23-06-07,
363+364, Green
344+364
The first guests of the Hotel, a middle-aged and bespectacled Norwegian-American couple, was
found in the ballroom at Olavsgaard, receiving a gift from the hotel manager. Ruby and Marwin
Hansen were guests of honour, and were assigned one of the suits, on the opening day in 1985.
The have come back later, and on one occasion, their grandchildren have paid a visit. Both were
dressed up for the presentation, him in a light shirt and she with a dark blue silk scarf around her
neck, to match the blue pantsuit. They are reinstated on a branch at Vasser in Vestfold, with a
view over the ocean and with the World's End in the background. The last image pair shows the
first guests, and the ring has thus reached its end.

